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Levi Garrison’s expression changed when he heard this.

“What the hell is it? Hurry up and make it clear!”

Levi Garrison urged.

“The Lab of the Gods discovered a super spiritual vein in the extreme depths of the Antarctic glacier
about nine years ago!”
Speaking of this, Levi Garrison had no reaction.

But Xiao Liejun’s expressions changed wildly one by one!Super spirit vein? ? ?

When they heard these four words, Xiao Liejun’s hearts were filled with turbulent waves.

The eyeballs almost flew out!

Is it the kind of super spiritual vein they think?
The bodies of the four people were already shaking violently.

As for Cao Zhiguo, if he hadn’t leaned on the table, he would have fallen directly to the ground.

It was shocking!

I thought that this secret would be hidden forever, and died with them, buried directly in the soil.

No one thought of it so quickly, someone would mention it!

It was shocking!

If it is the same!

That would be unimaginable!

Levi Garrison saw the faces of several people, and he also realized that something was wrong.

“What is a super spiritual vein?”

Levi Garrison asked immediately.

“This super spiritual vein contains the energy to destroy the world. According to your Da Xia’s name, it
should be spiritual energy. The popular point is what those ancient monks in the ancient Da Xia need to
practice! Necessary! If the legend is true!”

“Since it is what they need for cultivation, that’s what they can control! Even though the Gods Lab has
found this super spiritual vein, it can’t control it at all, let alone use it, even the main divine division!”

“Because the energy contained in this super spiritual vein is too terrifying, once opened, it will be like a
Pandora’s box opened. It will be a disaster to destroy the world!”

…

Hearing this, Xiao Liejun and others already knew.

This is the same thing!

It is the super spiritual vein they know!

“When they first found the Super Spirit Vessel, everyone thought they could find a resource to replace
the Sun Stone. They blindly tried, but after the Super Soul Vein opened a hole, disaster happened. All
the thousands of people who went to explore were all dead, and all the equipment fell apart. .

In the end, the Lord God Division came forward and gathered all the power of the Gods Lab and the
most advanced technology to seal the opening! He is a witness! Relying on his technology can barely do
it! “

Dr. Dark said, and glanced at God’s brain.

